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Dear Sir/Madam,

In our endeavour to provide quality education, we have implemented our premier software, 
NextLearningPlatform (NLP) in your school. Our software aims to meet the dynamic needs of 
present-day schools. This software release incorporates new features, improvements and 
additions which include

Addition of ‘depth of 
knowledge’ as a 

tagging option for 
question bank 
management 

Option to do 
question-by-

question 
analysis for the 

whole class

Feed posting 
option for 
students if 

permitted by 
the admin

New version of 
iOS app 

Various 
enhancements in 
the Inventory and 

Accounting 
modules

Addition of 
Resource Approval 

tab in the 
dashboard
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Module DescriptionFeature

Admission

Enhancements in 
admission/
application 
forms

Enhancements in
the vouchers and 
reconciliation

1. New voucher types have been added to the 
     master voucher list.

2. Vouchers can now be cancelled after approval from an 
     authorised person. The toggle button for voucher 
     cancellation must be activated to initiate the approval flow.

3. The cheque statement spreadsheet also can now be 
     imported from the bank for bulk reconciliation.

New filter added
in Activity 
Rubric report

Enhancement in 
concession reports

Assessment option filter has now been added in the 
Activity Rubric report to refine the search.

Now concession reports can be generated with 
respect to the instalments.

New keys and custom fields related to medical and other 
demographic details have been added in the admission 
forms. The sequence of fields has also been made uniform 
across the admission form and student list.

Examination

Accounting

LMS�
TeachNext

tab There is now a provision for parent’s signature and 
authority's signature in fee acknowledgement receipts.
Also, schools can now print two copies in A4 paper size, 
one for the school and the other for parents.

Enhancements 
in fee 
acknowledgement
receipt 
(Post-dated cheque)

Fee
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ADDITIONS IN THIS RELEASE

Payroll�

�

Question tagging 
on the basis of 
depth of 
knowledge

Now teachers can tag questions on the basis of 
depth of knowledge. There are 4 levels in this
Depth of Knowledge 1,2,3, and  4. The increasing number 
denotes the increasing intensity of knowledge. 
Also, Bloom’s taxonomy has now 
been made optional for tagging.

Enhancements in
Inventory

Now teachers can see the question-by-question 
analysis of the class and know how many  students have 
answered a question correctly or wrongly. This 
will help them understand their students' performance 
better and allow them to prepare remedial 
plans accordingly.

Assessment

Inventory
Enhancements in 
purchase order 
transactions

1. Students and parents will now be notified when an 
     examination is published, an evaluation begins and 
     an evaluation is completed. 

2. Teachers will be notified of the evaluation at the end of an   
     examination.

3. School admins can enable/disable alerts for Exam Corner     
     from the Communication module.

4. Exam corner notifications are activated by default in     
     schools that have enabled homework alerts.

Now, purchase order, GRN, and purchase bill receipts 
are downloadable. Also, the store in charge can do the 
payment transaction directly from the Purchase 
Request page.

The end of service and gratuity benefits calculation will 
now be done based on the date of joining and gratuity 
will be calculated till the exit process starts.

Gratuity benefits 
calculation

Enhancement in 
analytics
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ADDITIONS IN THIS RELEASE

NLP app
release

LMS

iOS 2.6 release

Enhancements in
resources

Enhancements in
assignment options

Enhancement in
the feed

Arabic Language
Support

Now, in pre-primary LMS, homework, assessment and live 
lectures are deeply linked with the feed. This means that  
students and staff can see these on the feed as well.

Admin can now view fee defaulters and send 
them reminders as well.

Fee transaction history has now been introduced 
for students and parents.

An option to allow students to add activities and comments 
(videos or photos) has been added.
However, this requires approval from the teacher.

In the tabs at the bottom, there is now a menu with buttons 
for Exam Corner, Assignments, TeachNext, Activity, etc. 

Word and ppt support have been enabled in assignments. 
Also, a filter has been added to sort all the assignments
 which are pending for evaluation together.

The titles of the board, class, and subject,as well as the 
dropdown options, will be in Arabic from now on.

The fee wallet recharge option has been enabled.

Now, teachers will be able to see who in the class has 
viewed the resources that have been added to a homework 
assignment. Also, now the approver can approve all the 
resources added by teachers that are pending approval 
from a single screen.

Now, students will also be able to create posts on the feed 
by attaching images, videos, audio, and notes to them. 
However, it will be displayed on the feed only after the 
teacher has approved it. Student posting has been disabled 
by default, but it can be enabled from the settings.

 In the fee dashboard, the following new analytics are
available in the app as well:

1. Collections and payment modes 
2. Fee defaulters 
3. Fee collected vs to be collected 
4. Concession stats 
5. Fine statistics
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INSTALLATION/ UPGRADE NOTES

COPYRIGHT INFORMATION

Other product names mentioned in the Release Notes are the registered trademarks of 

Next Education, NextGurukul, LearnNext and NLP are the registered trademarks of 

Next Education India Private Limited (www.nexteducation.in).

We highly recommend the use of Mozilla Firefox and Google Chrome browsers to access NLP. 

Find the latest versions at  https://support.mozilla.org/en-US/kb/update-firefox-latest-version

This document is a property of Next Education India Private Limited, 

and hence its circulation is limited to the customer schools. Printing 

additional copies is not permitted without authorised approval.

Use the latest version of Adobe Reader for downloads. It can be accessed at 

http://get.adobe.com/reader



support@nexteducation.in
Hyderabad  |  Kochi  |  Noida  |  UAE

1800 200 5566

www.nexteducation.in


